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Guide to the UNVEILING Arts Festival 2016



Word from the Director

UNVEILING 2016 is the second incarnation of the UNVEILING Arts Festival, following a delightful launch in July 
2015. In coordinating the festival again, I have kept to the same methodology of engaging a series of Participating 
Artists (PA) to create new works of art to a common brief; a few Associate Artists (AA) who embody the core values 
of the UNVEILING Arts Festival and Workshop Leaders to engage our guests in exploring and expressing their 
creativity.

On reflection last year, it seemed to me that there is an increasingly superficial understanding (or lack thereof) 
regarding the events and deeper meaning of the Easter season. Naturally, addressing this through the arts seemed 
appropriate. Our brief this time around is ‘Easter: Reason for the Season’. We hope you leave the festival inspired 
and challenged.

Iko-ei-Ojo Akoh

Director of the UNVEILING Arts Festival
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Word from our Sponsors
It's with great pleasure that we sponsor the UNVEILING Arts Festival for the second year running. This year, with it's theme of 'Easter: The 
Reason for the Season', promises to be another eclectic mix of creativity; covering music, dance, drama, poetry and more.

At Creatives' Hub, especially through our minihub, monthly accountability groups, it's our delight to work and journey with many creatives' 
as they take their seed of an idea and make it a reality. Watching UNVEILING being unveiled and developed by festival director Iko Akoh over 
the last 18 months or so, has been a joy. There is so much work that goes into running a festival like UNVEILING and he has put together 
what we know will be a superb weekend of creativity, 'expressing the heart of God through the creative arts'.

Richard Lalchan, Founder of Creatives’ Hub

Simpl is delighted to sponsor UNVEILING Arts Festival for the first time this year!

Simpl is the world’s simplest website builder. Our award-winning app for iPhone/iPad puts websites in the palm of your hand. It’s incredibly 
easy for anyone to create a website. Simpl has more artists creating websites than any other group, so UNVEILING is a natural fit for us. 
Simpl is a free download on the App Store. Over 150,000 people have downloaded Simpl, join them today!

We hope you enjoy the fantastic UNVEILING Arts Festival.

Jon Harris, CEO of Simpl App Limited
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Diré (PA)

Diré is a passionate and deeply soulful singer-songwriter. He is a 
vivid, compelling storyteller with a powerful voice and a poignant 
message. Diré’s walk with God is a central thread to his music. 

In response to the UNVEILING 2016 theme, Dire presents a set of 
songs exploring the impact of Christ’s resurrection and the 
freedom that comes with it.

www.iamdire.com
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Rebekah Holden - Workshop Leader

Rebekah is an accomplished writer and performer. She spent four years 
studying English Literature at the University of Glasgow before moving to 
London to work as an actor, teacher and writer.

Her Writing Contemporary Poetry workshop is for anyone that wants to learn 
to create passionate, fresh poems. Poetry can be used as a powerful tool to 
respond to what is going on in the world, to channel your own personal 
experience and more besides. The workshop will encourage each individual 
to find their own unique style and voice and will provide a friendly and 
stimulating environment for participants to create new work.

The workshop comprises a brief introduction to contemporary poetry 
followed by a writing session. Participants will be led through a number of 
exercises and given various stimuli to inspire them. Expected duration, 2 
hours
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Hannah Millest (PA)

Hannah Millest is a performance artist specialising in creating interactive 
installations, one on one encounters and digital performances. She has 
recently turned her focus to installation and sculpture in particular.

Hannah presents a sculpture, “Take, Eat”; inviting people to reconnect 
with the ritual of communion, what the bread and wine signify and 
reminding them of the immense sacrifice made for them by Jesus.

She also presents interactive art performance, “Worth of Service”.

www.hannahmillest.com
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City Gospel Choir (AA)

City Gospel Choir was formed in 2015 and 
is directed by Dave Barker.  The choir is 
primarily a fun place where people can 
come and sing but seeks to be more than 
that.  CGC aims to be a community that 
connects with one another and the spirit of 
the music but also seeks to benefit others 
whether through doing concerts to raise 
money for charity or helping one another 
out.  The choir is open to all.

www.meetup.com/City-Gospel-Choir
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Daughters of Davis (AA)

In 2011, sisters Fern and Adrienne Davis stepped out 
in faith, leaving the comforts of home to take their 
stylish blend of soul and folk to the world.

They have released two impressive albums, To the 
Water (2012) and British Soul (2014) and recently 
toured in support of Rebecca Ferguson. Their DVD 
Where Do We Go, was recently named Best 
Documentary at the CRE Exhibition. Daughters of 
Davis are represented by Storm 5 Management.

“Fern and Adrienne write from the heart and their 
upbeat soulful music zings with the sisters’ passion 
and love of life” (Inspire Magazine)

www.daughtersofdavis.com

www.iamdire.com
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Emily Barroso (PA)
“Children of the Resurrection” consists of three dramatised stories, on the theme of 
new life (a la  Easter) depicting various encounters with the resurrected Christ Jesus. 

“The Crossing” - A young African girl is forced to make a dangerous crossing by boat 
after her mother is killed by militia. In her mind she holds on to a picture of Jesus 
walking on the water, which gives her hope - a hope that increasingly becomes a 
tangible reality for her.

“Mary’s Encounter with Jesus at Haight Ashbury” - A young Mary Magdalene 
reimagined in Haight Ashbury (late 60’s), encounters Jesus at a commune party. 
Naturally, he changes her life. She describes Jesus the person and the impact he had 
on her.

“Surrender” (Written by Bobbi Kumari) - An East End party girl finally submits to Jesus 
after a supernatural battle for her faith that nearly ends in death. She trades her fast 
life for eternal life.

www.emilybarroso.com



Freddy Gunn (PA)

Freddy has always loved pop lyrics and reading bible stories. His 
art merges the two areas; retelling some of the narratives that we’
ve heard time and time again but can become overfamiliar with, to 
the point that they lose any meaning. This is his attempt to give a 
fresh perspective on some of those stories we heard as children; 
Freddy believes God carries on talking as we grow up; we just 
don’t always realise it’s him.

Having travelled widely, Freddy has compiled a unique collection 
of images, capturing renowned landmarks in a refreshing light. 
He's also been commissioned by leading UK advertisers to bring 
his perspective on urban housing environments. The pop image 
production is a new venture; one that’s taken about 10 years 
thinking time in the making!
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Zanna Evans (PA)

Zanna Evans is a highly accomplished and innovative harpist. She is also an 
arranger, teacher and freelance performer. Zanna is classically trained but has a 
deep interest in collaborating with other artists in cross-genre projects. She spent 
seven months training in Brazil with Cristina Braga; this latin influence can be 
clearly heard on Zanna’s album, “Dreams Rising”.

Zanna’s interpretation of the UNVEILING 2016 brief takes the form of newly crafted 
music that explores two ideas:

● Loneliness (with reference to Jesus being lonely and asking not to take the 
cup), a theme that is very prevalent in London

● Connection of Jesus with his disciples and Jesus with people, the need for 
humans to connect

www.zannaevans.com
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Just Jon (PA)

Just Jon is a talented soul singer and rapper who 
made a stirring guest appearance on UNVEILING 
2015 artist Baliva’s “Imperfect” album.

Jon works for the Eden project mentoring young men 
and challenging the gang culture through music. He 
oversees a Hip-Hop group via the Fresh Beats 
project.

Jon, aided by a few special guests, presents new 
music exploring Jesus’ ‘rise to fame’; exploring 
perceptions of Christ at the time and now.

www.freshbeatslondon.com
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Lape Odebode - Workshop Leader

Lape Odebode is a dancer, choreographer and trainee Dance Movement 
Psychotherapist. She is passionate about supporting others to use dance and 
movement as a means of expression and a way to connect with God.

Lape presents a dynamic dance workshop (harnessing hip-hop and 
contemporary dance styles) exploring themes of letting go and overcoming 
challenges to enjoy hope and freedom.

Duration: 90 minutes - please wear comfortable clothing

● Part 1 - Hip Hop: based on ideas of struggles, challenges and letting go
● Part 2 - Lyrical contemporary: based on themes of hope, freedom and 

rising up
● Part 3 - Free expression, reflection and empowerment
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James Murray (PA)

James Murray is a very accomplished and deeply conscientious 
freelance animator / illustrator. His speciality is character conception 
via illustration, stop-motion and 2d animation. James sees animation as 
a study of life and takes inspiration from everyday observations

His take on the UNVEILING 2016 brief revolves around an examination 
of the character and inner motivations of 3 of the main characters in the 
Easter narrative: Jesus Christ, Peter and Judas Iscariot. James 
presents sculpture / installations based on this concept of the 
importance of our inner content as opposed to external packaging.

www.behance.net/jamesmurrayportfolio
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Jules Rendell (AA)

Melodious and poetic, Jules Rendell’s music pours with 
instrumentality. Unsurprising, as her musical evolution has 
taken her through jazz, gospel and even opera. 

Her latest EP, features the exquisitely measured, deftly 
placed emotional squeeze of someone who’s interested in 
delivering you the message in the song.” (Echoes 
Magazine). It’s main theme is beauty rising out of deep, 
dark places - influenced by her own story, and of those 
close to her, following a journey of faith and hope.

“Certainly a very soulful sound with an ethereal edge.” 
(BBC London)

www.julesrendell.co.uk
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Session 1 Timetable

7pm Doors Open

7.30pm Zanna Evans

8.15pm “Children of the Resurrection”, a 3-part dramatic production by Emily Barroso

9.30pm Daughters of Davis
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Session 2 Timetable

10.30am Doors Open

11.00am “Worth of Service”, interactive piece by Hannah Millest
AudioVisual Sequence for Freddy Gunn’s PopArt Exhibition

11.30am Dance Workshop by Lape Odebode

11.30am Creative Writing Workshop by Rebekah Holden

2pm Zanna Evans
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Session 3 Timetable

5pm Doors Open

5.30pm Just Jon

6.30pm “Children of the Resurrection”, a 3-part dramatic production by Emily Barroso

8pm Jules Rendell

8.45pm Exhibitors, discussion of their work
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Session 4 Timetable

2.30pm Doors Open

3.00pm City Gates Gospel Choir

4.00pm Diré

4.45pm      Auction of artwork by UNVEILING 2016 Artists

5.30pm Just Jon
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